4. Infusing Equity in Guided Pathways
Julian West, Bakersfield College
Humanities 106
At Bakersfield College, Julian is an Equity Specialist and
serves as Educational Advisor for African American
Success, a data coach for African American Initiatives
and the coordinator for the African American Mentor
Program (AAMP). Julian and the AAMP were selected
for the 2018 Innovation of the Year award by the
League of Innovation for Community Colleges. He is
also an adjunct professor of Business and Marketing at
CSU- Bakersfield and at University of Phoenix. He
received his BS in Criminal Justice and MBA at CSUBakersfield. Julian is also a DVC alumnus.
Julian has worked to build partnerships with community
organizations and educational institutions. These
partnerships have led to several collaborations such as
the "Educate to Elevate Youth Summit" in which over
200 middle school students come to Bakersfield College
(BC) to learn about culture, courage and the importance
of education. In addition, Julian orchestrated the AAMP
Open House which facilitated over 160 African
American students to learn about BC programs. Julian
has been a guest speaker at numerous schools,
organizations and events, including the keynote at
Bakersfield College Spring 2018 opening Day event and
at the 2018 Bakersfield College Renegade Talk.
His presentation highlights the importance of
incorporating equity within a Guided Pathways model
and provides some practical examples of what that
looks like at a California Community College. Using the
example of BC and their work with meta-majors and
affinity groups, the presentation will explain ways to
fully implement a completion coach model.

12:00 Lunch
The Bistro in HFS

12:30 DVC Guided Pathways Progress
Diablo Room
A brief overview of work done by the college over the last
2 years in the planning and implementation of Guided
pathways. Co-leads from our Design Teams will briefly
report on previous activities and future goals.
1:00 Breakout Sessions
Redesigning the Student Experience: Meta-Majors
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Is your role in student success not linked to a specific
discipline and not sure which to pick? Don’t worry, just
choose at random since all will have similar discussions
and we need a variety of roles represented in each
session. Are you considering skipping out of the afternoon
sessions? Please don’t! We need your voice and
perspective on student success!
Information Technology, Business
& Economics
BFL-CCC
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Math & Engineering
Humanities 102
Science & Health
Humanities 106
Arts, Language & Communication
Diablo Room
Social Sciences
Humanities 108

2:00 Ice Cream Social and Closing
Diablo Room
Susan Lamb - DVC President
Beth McBrien - Academic Senate President
Marisa Greenberg - Classified Senate President

Thanks to the Career Ladders Project
for their help in making this
conference possible:
Katherine Bergman, Luis Chavez,
Amanda Issa, Lindsay Anglin,
Cristina Sandoval, Dan Figueroa

To keep up with our Guided Pathways progress,
plan to attend future Guided Pathways
Ice Cream Socials!
September 20, October 18, November 15 @ 2:30
Learning Center 101

Conference Schedule
8:30 Registration and Breakfast
Picnic tables in front of HFS Building
9:00 Keynote Addresses
PAC Theater
Welcome: Newin Orante, Vice President of Student
Services and Mary Gutierrez, Vice President of
Instruction

Keynote Address: Designing Guided Pathways
for Equitable Student Outcomes
Mina Dadgar, Chancellor's Office
Mina joined the Chancellor's Office in July 2018 as the
Visiting Associate Executive for Guided Pathways.
Dadgar helps create the feedback loop from the field to
the Chancellor's Office to ensure they can anticipate and
meet the college's needs to design and implement
Guided Pathways.
Her prior experience includes working at the Career
Ladders Project, the Community College Research
Center, West Ed and the City University of New York. In
these roles she focused on researching how to improve
students' success, and working with college
constituents to help the campus organize for equitable
reform. Dadgar began her post-secondary education at
Houston Community College when her family
immigrated to the US. She has a Bachelor's in
Economics, Master's Degree in Public Policy and PhD in
Economics and Education.

10:00 Aligning Mindset and Structure: Guided
Pathways and the Opportunity of Achieving Equity
Mustafa Popal, Skyline College
Mustafa has been teaching in the California community
colleges for the past twelve years, and more recently
calling Skyline College his professional home. Serving as a
faculty co-lead, he helps facilitate the ongoing realization
of Skyline's Comprehensive College Redesign, which
includes meta-majors and Guided Pathways.

Statewide, he presented on the relationship between
equity and Guided Pathways at IEPI conferences. As a
historian, Mustafa sees the unique opportunity of
transforming institutions that have historically
contributed to the systemic marginalization of
minoritized communities through an intentional
reorganization of structures, policies, and curriculum that
reflect a student- and community-ready mindset.

10:30 Break and Pass Time
10:45 Four Breakout Sessions - Choose One
1. More with Mustafa
Mustafa Popal
Diablo Room
In this session, Mustafa will continue discussing the
themes he presented in his previous keynote. Come if
you want to dig deeper into those issues and if you have
additional questions you would like to ask him.
2. Strength in Numbers: An Exploration of
Pedagogy Through the Guided Pathways Lens
Jessica Hurless, Skyline College
BFL CCC
Originally born in Boston, Jessica Hurless grew up in
Wyoming and fours years ago relocated to the Bay Area
where she is an Associate Professor of Communication
Studies at Skyline College. For the past year and a half,
she has been actively involved in local and statewide
efforts surrounding the planning and implementation
of Guided Pathways. Jessica's recent efforts are
focused on facilitating discussions and work in a
hands-on, outside-the-box, experiential way in hopes
to create more student ready institutions.
When someone mentions the word pedagogy, many
times people think "classroom". However, the Guided
Pathways framework allows us to acknowledge that

student learning takes place in many different areas on
campus, which warrants an institutional exploration of
pedagogical approaches. This workshop, through handson activities, will focus on a student-ready approach and
work towards building strength in numbers.

3. Elimination of Rabbit Holes and Silos: Building
Relations, Navigating the Plan, Focused on
Outcomes
Derek Majors, LA Trade Tech
Humanities 102
Derek is the Construction, Maintenance and Utilities
Pathway Counselor at LA Trade Technical College. He
holds a BA in Sociology and a minor in Africana Studies
from San Diego State University and a MS in Guidance
Counseling from the University of La Verne. He has held
several leadership position within educational, mental
health and church leadership organizations, most
recently as Board Chair of Open Path Counseling Center
and Elder Board Chair (Elect) at his church.
Spending most of his formative years in Los Angeles,
Derek has directly experienced the obstacles and
hardships faced by students from less advantaged and
educationally challenged communities. This awareness
propels his commitment to supporting students
towards meeting their educational goals. He also
serves as a consultant to the Career Ladders Project;
facilitating several of the California Community College
Guided Pathways workshops across the state. Derek
has worked in Adult Education for 26 years, including
as an instructor, counselor and administrator in both
Los Angeles Unified and Community College Districts. In
these roles, he has developed an innovative and
systematic plan, focused on student success and
positive outcomes which will be the focus of this
session.

